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Abstract: Being one of the most lethal cancers that exhibit high levels of heterogeneity,

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is associated with diverse oncogenic pathways underpinned

by varied driver genes. HCC can be induced by different etiological factors including virus

infection, toxin exposure or metabolic disorders. Consequently, patients may display varied

genetic profiles, and may respond differently to the treatments involving inhibition of target

pathways. These DNA/RNA mutations, copy number variations, chromatin structural

changes, aberrant expression of non-coding RNAs and epigenetic modifications were con-

sidered as biomarkers in the application of precision medication. To explore how genetic

testing could contribute to early diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and postoperative monitoring

of HCC, we conducted a systematic review of genetic markers associated with different

pathologies. Moreover, we summarized on-going clinical trials for HCC treatment, including

the trials for multiple kinase inhibitors and immune checkpoint blockade (ICB). The efficacy

of ICB treatment in HCC is not as good as what was observed in lung cancer and melanoma,

which might be due to the heterogeneity of the microenvironment of the liver.

Keywords: genetic biomarkers, hepatocellular carcinoma, genomic sequencing, clinical

trials

Introduction
Liver cancer is considered to be the fourth most lethal cancer globally, and

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) accounts for 75–85% of liver cancer cases.1 In

addition to the high mortality rate, the prognosis and treatment of HCC are

suboptimal, most of the patients reach malignancy within a year of initial

diagnosis.2 The survival statistics of the American cancer society from 2008 to

2014 showed that the the overall 5-year survival rate was 18% for liver cancer

patients, but the 5-year survival rate for patients with distant metastasis was only

2%. In great contrast, among early-stage HCC patients who were diagnosed and

treated before extrahepatic metastasis, the 5-year survival rate would be increased

to 31%. To improve HCC early diagnosis rate, HCC biomarkers with higher

sensitivity and specificity are required. Postoperative monitoring, which aims to

evaluate disease progression and predict cancer recurrence, also heavily relies on

the exploration of HCC biomarkers. Recently, targeted therapy, immune checkpoint

blockade therapy, and combinational therapy showed promising efficacy in clinical

trials. Biomarkers also play an important role in the design of personalized treat-

ment plans. In the new era of genomic oncology, genetic biomarkers are becoming

the core of cancer biomarkers. To bring a panoramic view of HCC genetic markers
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to academic and clinical experts, we conducted a systemic

review of these genetic biomarkers for HCC early diag-

nosis, prognosis, treatment and postoperative monitoring.

Etiology And Pathogenesis
The primary risk factors of HCC are chronic hepatitis B and

hepatitis C virus infection, alcohol consumption, non-alco-

holic fatty liver disease, exposure to dietary aflatoxin, genetic

hemochromatosis, and metabolic disorders.3,4 The resulting

chronic liver inflammation may develop to severe liver fibro-

sis and cirrhosis, which were predispositions of HCC. It was

reported that up to 90% of HCC cases occurred on the back-

ground of liver cirrhosis or fibrosis.5 Increased production of

ROS was predicted to cause the accumulation of oxidative

stress and DNA instability, which were accompanied by

hepatocytes proliferation, telomeres shortening, and chromo-

somal alterations. These processes were associated with

tumor development in fibrosis according to early studies.6,7

Interestingly, each HCC risk factor is involved in differed

signaling pathways during carcinogenesis as Figure 1 shows,

and the resulting HCC patients often exhibit distinct genomic

profiles.

Hepatitis B Virus Infection
In HBV endemic regions such as Asia-Pacific and sub-

Saharan Africa, HBV infection accounts for 75–90% of

HCC incidences.8 Once entered the host cell, the HBV

DNA transcribes to 4 viral mRNA for 7 HBV proteins,9,10

one of which is the 17kDa polypeptide HBV X (HBx) that

regulates cell proliferation and apoptosis by modulating

Wnt/β-catenin expression.11 As Figure 1 shows, overex-

pression of HBx could also activate NF-κB to block tumor

necrosis factor-α(TNFα)- and FAS-mediated apoptosis. In

addition, both HBV and HCV can cause mitochondrial

Figure 1 Signaling pathways affected by the etiological factors of HCC. HBV/HCV infection, alcohol consumption, aflatoxin exposure, NAFLD and metabolic disorders may

trigger HCC by manipulating diverse signaling pathways.

Abbreviations: ADGRB1, adhesion G protein-coupled receptor B1 gene; AKT, protein kinase B; CPT2, carnitine o-palmitoyltransferase 2 gene; ER, endoplasmic reticulum;

FAS, fas receptor; KCTD17, potassium channel tetramerization domain containing 17; NF-κB, nuclear factor-κB; NANOG, homeobox protein; PHLPP2, PH domain and

leucine-rich repeat protein phosphatase; ROS, reactive oxygen species; STAT3, signal transducer and activator of transcription 3; TLR4, Toll-like receptor 4; TNFα, tumor

necrosis factor; TWIST1, twist-related protein 1; UPR, unfolded protein response.
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stress and increase reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels,

which triggers endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and the

unfolded protein response (UPR), leading to autophagy

promoted cell survival and virus persistence.12

Given that different risk factors induce HCC through

varied mechanisms, the genomic profiles of patients affected

by those risk factors may differ. An early study screened

biomarkers for HBV induced HCC and identified 7 up-regu-

lated genes in those patients including RPS5, KRT8,

CFLAR, ATP5F1, IGFBP2, MAP3K5, and MMP9. The

genes regulate diverse cellular processes ranging from pro-

tein synthesis to cytoskeleton organization.13 More recent

research showed that CCND1,14 BCL2, Mcl-1,15 NFKB116

and SOCE17 were also up-regulated in HBV induced HCC.

Additionally, one whole-exome sequencing study reported

that TP53, CTNNB1, RB1, AXIN1, SELPLG, and FGF19

appear to be the candidates of driver mutation genes for HBV

inducedHCC.18 The unique genomic profile of HBVinduced

HCC can be applied to the early diagnosis of HCC, which

attributes to the implement of precise curative treatment that

may improve the survival of patients.

Hepatitis C Virus Infection
Being the second most common cause of HCC worldwide,

HCV infection is responsible for at least 10% of HCC

incidences.19 HCV infection is a major cause of HCC in

Western countries, Africa and Japan.8,20 The core proteins

of HCV such as E2, NS5A, and NS5B were shown to inter-

fere with the E2F1 pathway and RAF/MAPK/ERK kinase

pathways (Figure 1), by which they may modulate cell pro-

liferation and tumor development.21 The other HCV pro-

duced protein, NV5a, was reported to inhibit the p53

pathway, which consequently modulates cell cycle.22

Apart from carcinogenesis, data suggest that HCV

induced HCC can be distinguished from HBV induced

HCC based on the genomic profile of the patients. An

early study compared the gene expression pattern of

HCV and HBV induced HCC, they concluded that differ-

ent genes were up-regulated in the two scenarios.13 Unlike

the HBV infected population, VIM, ACTB, GAPD, and

CD58 were up-regulated in HCV induced HCC cases. A

later study identified 40 up-regulated genes in HCV trig-

gered HCC cases compared to the controls, including

RYBP, ATP1B3, TMC, ZNF567, GPR108, CD19.23

These studies identified potential biomarkers for HCV

induced HCC, which are crucial to the design of treatment

strategy for precision medicine.

Alcohol Consumption
Alcohol-related cirrhosis is the third most common trigger

of HCC worldwide, which appears to correlate with alco-

hol consumption behavior.24 Alcohol intake may increase

the production of iron-induced reactive oxygen species

(ROS), which would interfere with DNA repair mechan-

isms (Figure 1). Moreover, acetaldehyde is formed during

ethanol metabolization, the accumulation of acetaldehyde

has negative effects on DNA and proteins.25

Patients carrying alcohol-related HCC also exhibit

unique genetic profiles. It was reported that mutations in

TRET promoter, CTNNB1, ARID1A are more common in

alcohol-related HCC incidences.26 A recent study identified

5 up-regulated genes (CSMD1, MAGEA3, MAGEA6,

CSAG1, and CSAG3) and 4 down-regulated genes (CD5L,

UROC1, IGF2, and SLC22A10) that were associated with

alcohol-related HCC.27

Exposure To Aflatoxin
Exposure to aflatoxin B1 (AFB1) is identified as a risk

factor for HCC, which is propagated via food contamina-

tions. AFB1 and HBV were proposed to have synergistic

interaction.28 Although the mechanism remains unclear,

HBV infection seems to sensitize hepatocytes to the carci-

nogenic effects of AFB1.29 AFB1 may trigger carcinogen-

esis via the transformation to aflatoxin-8, 9-exo epoxide,

which interacts with the p53 tumor suppressor gene

(Figure 1), and facilitates the mutation at R249S.29,30

Compared to other risk factors, the biomarker for AFB

associated HCC was not extensively studied. In addition to

TP53, One recent study claimed that frequent mutation in

the adhesion G protein coupled receptor B1 (ADGRB1),

AXINI and TERT were observed in AFB associated HCC

cases.31

Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease And

Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one of the most

common risk factors of chronic liver disease in the US, it is

frequently associated with cirrhosis, which might lead to

HCC.32 NAFLD represents a variety of chronic liver diseases

ranging from hepatic steatosis to the progressed and inflam-

matory form non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). In parti-

cular, NASH-related HCC incidence increased by 63% from

2002 to 2012 in the US.33 A study reported that NAFLD and

alcohol consumption contributed to steatohepatitis.34 Together

with HCV-NS5A stimulated TLR4-NANOG and the leptin-
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phosphorylate STAT3 signaling pathways, NAFLD results in

HCC by up regulating TWIST1 in tumor-initiating stem-like

cells. NAFLDmay alter the expression of KCTD17, PHLPP2,

and CPT2, which promotes hepatic steatosis, NASH, and

hepatocarcinogenesis.35,36 Similarly, The missense mutation

of the PNPLA3 gene was reported to promote NAFLD/

NASH-related HCC.37 Moreover, one study identified 41

candidate genetic markers for NAFLD associated HCC

including Sav1, Son, Slc25a17, Fbxo11, Myo10, and Pten,

the mutation seems to promote apoptosis and fibrogenesis.38

Staging Systems
The severity of cancer is classified by cancer staging

systems. A number of systems have been proposed to

predict the prognosis of HCC patients, they considered

different variables and were tested in varied populations.

Therefore, none of the staging schemes has been univer-

sally applied. The commonly adopted staging and scoring

system for HCC prognosis are the tumor, node, metastasis

(TNM) staging, the Okuda stage, the Barcelona Clinic

Liver Cancer (BCLC) systems, the Cancer of the Liver

Italian Program (CLIP) score, the Japan Integrated Staging

(JIS) scores, the Chinese University Prognostic Index

(CUPI) scores, the French scores, and the albumin-biliru-

bin (ALBI) grading system (Table 1).

Different staging and scoring system were selected

based on the clinical and scientific requirement. For

instance, BCLC scoring was applied in clinical trials eval-

uating sorafenib, and sorafenib is recommended to be the

treatment option for BCLC grade C.39,40

It is generally accepted that diagnosis at the early stage

could significantly improve the survival of patients by

allowing the implement of curative treatment.

Furthermore, the design of treatment strategy is based on

the understanding of the cause and stage of each

individual. In that sense, diagnosis methods for precision

medication should be developed for the identification of

HCC at very early stage.

Early Diagnosis Of HCC
Diagnosis at an early stage is the key to HCC patient

survival. Currently, the most widely used biomarker for

HCC diagnosis is serum alfa-fetoprotein (AFP), but its

sensitivity and specificity are both around 50%.41 It is

worth noting that liquid biopsy has been extensively devel-

oped and put into clinical practice over the past decades. It

mainly detects circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), circulating

tumor cell (CTC), exosomes, and circulating tumor RNA

(ctRNA) in body liquid including plasma (Figure 2), urine,

and cerebrospinal fluid. Among them, ctDNA is the most

widely applied genetic biomarker. It is derived from tumor

tissue, and carries somatic mutations, CNVs, DNA methy-

lations, viral sequences, and physical characteristics asso-

ciated with carcinogenesis.

Somatic Mutations
The genomic landscape of HCC has been revealed by

multiple genome sequencing studies. The three most fre-

quently mutated genes are TERT (40–60%), TP53 (31%),

and CTNNB1 (27%). One systematic analysis summarized

frequently mutated genes reported, including the tumor

suppressor genes AXIN1 (8%) and RB1 (4%), the chro-

matin remodeling genes ARID1A (7%), ARID2 (5%) and

BAP1 (5%), the cellular anti-oxidant defense genes

NFE2L2 (3%) and its interactor KEAP1 (5%), Albumin

(13%) and 10% APOB mutations.42 These mutational

features were applied in the design of sequencing panels

for HCC early screening.

One research group developed a liquid biopsy assay

named hepatocellular carcinoma screen (HCCscreen),

which could detect HCC in asymptomatic HBsAg-seropo-

sitive individuals. The assay simultaneously assesses the

ctDNA gene status of TERT, TP53, CTNNB1, and

AXIN1, and the level of serum AFP and DCP, as well as

the HBV integration profile.In the training cohort, the

assay effectively distinguished HCC patients from non-

HCC individuals, and the sensitivity and specificity of

the assay were 85% and 93% correspondingly. In the

validation cohort, the assay showed 100% sensitivity and

94% specificity. Notably, while the training cohort

recruited individuals who had liver nodules and/or ele-

vated serum AFP levels, the validation cohort only

enrolled individuals with normal serum AFP levels and

Table 1 Staging And Scoring System Of HCC

Name Country Stages Reference

TNM France Stage I, II, III 118

Okuda Japan Score A, B, C 119

BCLC Spain Score 0-7 39

CLIP Italy Stage 0, A-D 120

JIS Japan Stage I-IV 121

CUPI Hong Kong Scores Low-High risk 122

ALBI Japan Grade 1,2,3 123

Abbreviations: TNM, Tumor, Node, Metastasis staging; BCLC, Barcelona Clinic

Liver Cancer systems; CLIP, Cancer of the Liver Italian Program (CLIP) score; JIS,

Japan Integrated Staging scores; CUPI, Chinese University Prognostic Index scores;

ALBI, albumin-bilirubin grading system.
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liver ultrasonography results.43 Another study reported

that the TP53 mutation at codon 249 could be used as a

biomarker to identify HCC caused by aflatoxin exposure

or HBV infection. Its sensitivity and specificity reached

40% and 88% respectively.44 These results were encoura-

ging in the sense that it provided a method for HCC

screening at a very early, or even asymptomatic stage.

DNA Methylations
The alteration of DNA methylation status is an early event

in carcinogenesis, so it is also considered as a potential

biomarker for HCC early detection. One study developed

an HCC-specific methylation marker panel and built a

diagnostic prediction model with ten markers. The sensi-

tivity and specificity of the model were 85.7% and 94.3%

in the training cohort (715 HCC patients and 560 non-

HCC individuals), and 83.3% and 90.5% in the validation

cohort (383 HCC patients and 275 non-HCC individuals).

Furthermore, the model could effectively distinguish HCC

induced by varied risk factors.45 Another study performed

by Abderrahim Oussalah et al evaluated the accuracy of a

PCR-based cfDNA assay for SEPT9 promoter methyla-

tion. The area under the receiver operating characteristic

curve was 0.944, showing it could be served as a potential

biomarker for HCC diagnosis.46

Physical Characteristics
The physical characteristics of ctDNA are different from

non-tumor-derived cfDNA in the aspects of size profiles

and preferred end coordinates. Dennis Lo et al performed a

detailed analysis of the size profiles of plasma DNA in

patients with HBV induced HCC and healthy controls. The

results showed that aberrantly short or long DNA mole-

cules existed in the plasma of HCC patients. The short

DNAs preferentially carried the tumor-associated copy

number aberrations.47 Moreover, they revealed specific

end coordinates of tumor-associated plasma DNA.48 By

calculating the ratio of sequence with tumor-associated

DNA ends versus sequence without the characteristic, the

possibility of carrying HCC can be estimated, and the area

under the receiver operating curve was 0.88.

CTCs, Exosomes And ncRNAs
CTCs are derived from advanced tumors, they may pro-

mote tumor metastasis. In a meta-analysis study, the

pooled sensitivity and specificity of CTC for the detection

of tumor were 67% and 98% respectively.49 Similarly,

tumor-derived exosomes were shown to deliver onco-

genes, pathogens and microRNAs. It was reported that a

number of exosomal proteins, RNAs and miRNAs may

serve as biomarkers for HCC including miR-122, miR-21,

and miR192.50 Consistently, Huang et al performed a

systematic review and meta-analysis of published studies

to evaluate the utility of microRNAs (miRNAs) in the

early diagnosis of HCC. They analyzed 50 studies that

included 3423 cases of HCC, 2403 chronic hepatic disease

(CH) patients, and 1887 healthy controls. It showed that

miRNA could be used as a marker to discriminate HCC

Figure 2 Genetic biomarkers for HCC early diagnosis. Characteristics of the circulating genetic materials can be applied in HCC early diagnosis including somatic mutations,

DNA methylation, exosome, micro RNA (miRNA), long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), and physical characteristics of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA).
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patients from healthy individuals, and the sensitivity and

specificity were 75.8% and 75.0% correspondingly.51

LncRNAs (long non-coding RNAs) are non-coding

mRNA-like trasncripts that are longer than 200 nucleo-

tides. Many novel lncRNAs were proposed to be predic-

tive biomarkers for cancer diagnosis or prognosis,

including HULC, HOTAIR, MALAT1, and H19.52 In the

case of HCC, lnc-Myd88 was suggested to be a new

diagnostic and therapeutic target for HCC because that it

could increase Myd88 expression, which in turn activates

NF-κB and PI3K/AKT signaling pathways.53

Prognosis And Post-Operational
Monitoring Of HCC
The primary treatment strategy for HCC is to remove the

tumor by surgery, but HCC may relapse after the operation.

It was reported that the 5-year recurrence rate of HCC after

surgery was 74.2% in Japan and Korea.54 Therefore, post-

operational monitoring and precise prognosis are necessary

for cancer treatment. Genetic sequencing might be an alter-

native tool for cancer post-operational monitoring. For

example, ALB1 mutation was observed in recurrent liver

cancer, the time that the mutation can be detected in ctDNA

is associated with the time when the HCC relapses.55 A

unique mutation of HCK p.V174M was also observed in

recurrent HCC and metastatic HCC, which was diminished

after surgery but would increase rapidly if HCC relapses.56

Similarly, the IL-28B (rs8099917) TT genotype was inter-

related with HCC recurrence.57 Taken those facts together,

genetic sequencing may serve as an important tool for the

post-operational surveillance of cancer.

Genetic testing also serves as a useful tool for HCC

prognosis evaluation. A number of studies have identified

biomarkers associated with the prognosis of HCC, such as

miR-203,58 ATXN7,59 and Alpha-1-fucosidase.60 A study

demonstrated that the concentration of HMGB1 in blood

was linked to prognosis of patients with HCC after receiv-

ing sorafenib treatment for 4 weeks.61 In addition, it was

reported that the profile of circulating tumor DNA in blood

samples of HCC patients could reveal the heterogeneity of

tumors and monitor the process of disease in real time.56

Targeted Therapy Of HCC
U.S Food and Drug Administration has approved 7 drugs

for HCC treatment (Table 2), which were applied for

targeted therapy or immunotherapy. Sorafenib, lenvatinib,

regorafenib, ramucirumab and cabozantinib are inhibitors

of receptor tyrosine kinase (TK). These drugs can suppress

the activities of major TKs including vascular endothelial

growth factor receptors (VEGFR1-3), platelet-derived

growth factor receptor β (PDGFR-β) and fibroblast growth

factor receptors 1–4 (FGFR1-4), thereby inhibiting the

growth of tumor cell by antiangiognic effects.62–65 HCC

is majorly supplied by hepatic arteries whereas liver par-

enchymas are supported primarily by portal vein. In fact,

radio-graphically visible tumors rely entirely on the oxy-

gen and nutrients supply via hepatic vasculature.66

Therefore, one of the strategy applied in HCC treatment

is to target the angiogenesis pathways.

As the first drug that has been shown to increase the

overall survival of patients with liver cancer, sorafenib inhi-

bits the serine/threonine kinases that are the crucial compo-

nents of the Raf/MEK/ERK pathway (Figure 3). Moreover,

the drug could suppress the activity of vascular endothelial

growth factor receptors (VEGFR1-3) and platelet-derived

growth factor receptor β (PDGFR-β), thereby inhibiting the

growth of tumor cell.67 Consistently, a phase III clinical trial

named SHARP demonstrated that sorafenib significantly

Table 2 FDA Approved HCC Drugs And Their Molecular Targets

Drug Application Approval

Time

Target Reference

Sorafenib First-line 2007 VEGFR1-3 and PDGFR 62

Lenvatinib First-line 2018 VEGFR1-3,FGFR1-4, PDGFR-α, KIT and RET 71

Regorafenib Second-line 2017 VEGFR1-3, c-TKITIE-2, PDGFR-β, FGFR-1, RET, c-RAF, BRAF and p38MAP

kinase

75

Cabozantinib Second-line 2019 VEGFR, MET, and AXL 78

Ramucirumab Second-line 2019 VEGFR-2 97

Nivolumab Second-line 2017 Human immunoglobulin G4 anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody 124

Pembrolizumab Second-line 2018 PD-1 check point 91

Abbreviations: FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; PD-1,

programmed cell death protein 1.
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improved the median survival time (mOS) of the patients

compared with the placebo (10.7 months vs 7.9 months).68 A

trial in the Asia-Pacific region also showed that sorafenib

extended the mOS of patients to 6.5 months, whereas the

mOS of the placebo group was 4.2 months.69

Lenvatinib was discovered by the Tsukuba Research

Laboratory in Japan as an angiogenesis inhibitor,70 it is a

multiple receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor that targets vas-

cular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR1-3),

fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFR1-4), PDGRα,

KIT and RET.62,63,70 Lenvatinib blocks the VEGF pathway

and inhibits angiogenesis, exerting anti-tumor activity

(Figure 3). The drug has been tested in Phase II and Phase

III trials for the treatment of advanced HCC. The phase III

trial showed that lenvatinib is comparable to sorafenib in

terms of OS. In addition, the incidence of fatal adverse

events associated with lenvatinib treatment (including

liver failure, cerebral hemorrhage, and respiratory failure)

was 2%, which is higher compared to sorafenib (1%).71,72 A

series of studies showed that lenvatinib could be an alter-

native first- line treatment for patients with advanced- stage

HCC.71 In August 2018, the US FDA approved lenvatinib

as a first-line therapy for advanced liver cancer.

Regorafenib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor that shares

structural similarity with sorafenib, its pharmacological

targets include VEGFR1-3, c-TKITIE-2, PDGFR-β,

FGFR-1, RET, c-RAF, BRAF and p38MAP kinase.73

Regorafenib inhibits multiple protein kinases that are

involved in tumor angiogenesis and oncogenesis, prolifera-

tion, and metastasis.74 A Phase II clinical trial conducted by

Bruix et al showed that regorafenib was safe as a second-

line treatment for advanced liver cancer.73 The progression

free survival (PFS) and mOS of the 36 patients were 4.3

months and 13.8 months, respectively. Another multicenter,

phase III clinical trial demonstrated that regorafenib

increased survival of advanced liver cancer patients with

disease progression after sorafenib treatment. Compared

with the placebo group (mOS 7.8 months, mortality rate

20%), regorafenib can extend the median survival to 10.6

months and reduce the mortality rate to 13%.75

Cabozantinib inhibits tyrosine kinases (Figure 3),

including vascular endothelial growth factor receptors 1,

2, and 3, MET, and AXL.65,76 It is a more potent inhibitor

of MET, AXL, RET, FLT3, and TIE-2 compared to

regorafenib.77 VEGF, MET, and AXL are involved in

tumor proliferation and angiogenesis, thereby cabozantinib

can inhibit tumor growth. Abou-Alfa et al showed that

among patients who have been treated for HCC, the over-

all survival was 10.2 months in cabozantinib treated group,

and the overall survival of the placebo group was 8.0

months.78 Moreover, the median progression-free survival

was 5.2 months in the cabozantinib treated group whereas

Figure 3 Pathways and molecules inhibited by sorafenib, regorafenib, cabozantinib, ramucirumab and lenvatinib. Red Xs indicate inhibition by sorafenib, blue Xs indicate

inhibition by regorafenib, yellow Xs indicate inhibition by cabozantinib, green Xs indicate inhibition by lenvatinib, and purple Xs indicate inhibition by ramucirumab.

Abbreviations: ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase; Raf, RAF proto-oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase; Ras,

Ras GTPases; FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; RTKs,

receptor tyrosine kinase; PDGFRA, platelet-derived growth factor receptor A; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; Mcl-1, induced

myeloid leukemia cell differentiation protein; eIF4E, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E.
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that of the placebo group was 1.9 months. These results

showed that cabozantinib could improve the overall survi-

val of patients who were intolerant to or had progressive

disease after sorafenib treatment.

Biomarkers For Targeted Therapy
Therapeutic effects of drugs might be estimated based on

the genetic profiles of patients. Yeon-Su Lee et al identified

a total of 1813 genomic variations associated with sorafenib

responsiveness, 708 of which located within regions tran-

scribing genes associated with sorafenib responsiveness.

These genes are involved in drug absorption, distribution,

and drug metabolism pathway.79 Another study that focused

on precision medicine reported that the mutation in RSK2

led to the lasting activation of RAS, which was associated

with HCC resistance to sorafenib. Moreover, Teufel et al

reported 9 plasma miRNAs and 49 variants in 27 oncogenes

or tumor suppressor genes, these miRNA and mutations

might be used to identify HCC patients that are most likely

to respond to regorafenib.77 In terms of targeted therapy by

antibodies, data suggested that the growth of HCC cells

harboring FGF or CCND1 amplification were selectively

inhibited by the anti-FGF19 antibody 1A6.80

Immunotherapy Of HCC
Immune Microenvironment Of The Liver

Various types of immune cells reside in the liver and produce

different cytokines and growth factors in response to local

stimulation. As the result, the immune cell repertoire built up

an immune microenvironment that maintains the balance

between immune tolerance and immune activation in the

liver. The key components of the immune repertoire are

macrophages, dendritic cells, myeloid-derived suppressor

cells, natural killer (NK) cells, NK T cells, T cells and B

cells. By single cell RNA sequencing, studies have identified

subsets of immune cells that may conduct distinct immune

functions. Two populations of intrahepatic CD68+ macro-

phages were observed in liver, one was characterized as

inflammatory macrophages while the other was suggested to

be tolerogenic.81 Similarly, the Tcell and B cell population can

be further divided to subsets that expressing various gene

markers, including CD3+ γδ Tcells and phosphoantigen-reac-

tive γδ Tcells, antigen inexperienced B cells as well as plasma

B cells. The heterogeneity of intrahepatic immune cell subsets

was confirmed by another single cell RNA sequencing study,

which discovered CD163 + VSIG4 + Kupffer cells, MS4A1 +

CD37 + subset of B cells, and CD56- and CD56 + CD8A +

NKT cells.82 Based on the characterization of the immune

microenvironment, HCC patients can be subdivided to high,

medium or low immunity groups for prognosis prediction. It

was reported that patients with high immunity exhibited

poorly cytokeratin 19 (CK19)+, and/or Sal-like protein 4

(SALL4)+ high-grade HCC, which was associated with sig-

nificantly better prognosis.83 The medium and low immunity

groupswere suggested to adapt distinct treatment strategies for

better outcomes. Therefore, the efficacy of immunotherapy

was partially determined by the immune microenvironment

of individuals.

Immunotherapy
Immunotherapy has been extensively studied in the past

decades, and has made significant progress in the field of

cancer therapy.84 By targeting the immune checkpoint

receptors or ligands including cytotoxic T lymphocyte

antigen 4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell death protein 1

(PD-1), and programmed cell death 1 ligand 1 (PD-L1),

immunotherapy breaks immune tolerance and delays

tumor progression.85

CTLA-4 is mainly expressed on the surface of acti-

vated T cells and regulates the activation of T lymphocytes

at the early stages of the tumor immune cycle (Figure 4).

By binding to ligand B7-1/B7-2, and CTLA-4 suppresses

the activity of T cells and facilitates tumor immune

escape.86 CTLA-4 is mainly expressed on the surface of

activated T cells and regulates the activation of T lympho-

cytes at the early stages of the tumor immune cycle

(Figure 4). By binding to ligand B7-1/B7-2, and CTLA-4

suppresses the activity of T cells and facilitates tumor

immune escape (137). CTLA-4 antibodies can block the

interaction between CTLA-4 and B7-1/B7-2, promote the

binding of B7 to the stimulatory receptor CD28 and

restore the activity of T cells.

PD-1 is mainly expressed on the surface of immune

cells in peripheral tissues, especially in the tumor micro-

environment. It was an unexpected discover when study-

ing T cell apoptosis. PD-1 was later identified as a receptor

that negatively regulates the immune response. The PD-1

ligands PD-L1 and PD-L2 were discovered in 2000.87

Studies have shown that PD-1 and PD-L2 can block T

cell activation, proliferation and the production of cyto-

kines, such as interferon-γ (IFN-γ), thereby exerting a

negative immune-modulatory effect which results in

immunosuppression.88 Receptor PD-1 on the surface of T

lymphocytes binds to PD-L1 on the surface of tumor cells

to attenuate the immune responses and inhibits tumor cell

elimination by T lymphocytes in the tumor bed.89
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Therefore, blocking the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction can alle-

viate tumor-induced immunosuppression and restore the

body’s immune activity.

Based on a series of clinical trials (Supplementary

Table 1) including CheckMate 057, CheckMate 040,90

KEYNOTE-224,91 and KEYNOTE-042, both nivolumab

and pembrolizumab were approved by the FDA for treat-

ment of patients with HCC who have been previously

treated with sorafenib.

Biomarkers For Immunotherapy
The efficacy of immunotherapy can be predicted by

genetic markers. A recent study has shown that low PD-

L1 expression is associated with poor clinical outcomes in

respond to immunotherapy. The objective clinical

responses were observed in 26% (9/34) of patients with

PD-L1 expressed in at least 1% of their tumor cells. In

contrast, among patients carrying tumor cells with less

than 1% of PD-L1 expression, only 19% (26/140) of

them responded to ICB treatment.90 On a larger scale,

high tumor mutation burden (TMB) is an emerging bio-

marker that reflects the sensitivity of patients to immune

checkpoint inhibitors. TMB measured by hybrid capture-

based NGS interrogating 1.2 Mb of the genome can pre-

dict clinical outcomes of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 immunotherapy

in many tumor types.92 One study has shown that HCC

patients with Wnt-β-catenin pathway mutations responded

poorly to immune checkpoint blockers. All patients experi-

enced disease progression after treatment, and their med-

ian survival was significantly shorter than the patients

without the aforementioned mutations (9.1 months vs

15.2 months).93 Despite the fact that the incidence of

high microsatellite instability (MSI-H) in HCC is esti-

mated to be low,94 the FDA has approved pembrolizumab

for the treatment of advanced-stage cancers with MSI-H

regardless of the origin of the cancer.95 Collectively, these

results implicate that specific DNA mutations may serve as

biomarkers for ICB response prediction.

Clinical Trials For HCC Treatment
Clinical trials have been conducted to assess the perfor-

mance of targeted therapy and immune therapy for HCC

treatment. Several large-scale on-going trials focus on the

FDA approved drugs for targeted therapy. Sorafenib and

lenvatinib have been approved by the FDA as the first-line

treatment for HCC patients whose disease cannot be

removed by surgery. Notably, recent phase III trial con-

firmed that lenvatinib was non-inferior to sorafenib in

overall survival in untreated HCC (NCT01761266), the

progression free survival (7.4 vs 3.7 months, median)

Figure 4 Pathways and molecules targeted by immunotherapy. Immune checkpoint blockade drugs suppress cancer development by inhibiting PD-1 (nivolumab,

pembrolizumab), PD-L1 (durvalumab, atezolzumab) and CTLA-4 (Tremelimumab).

Abbreviations: CTLA-4, cytotoxic lymphocyte associated protein 4; PD-1, programmed cell death protein 1; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; MHC, major

histocompatibility complex; TCR, T-cell receptor.
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and time to progression (8.9 vs 3.7 months, median) of the

lenvatinib group were both better than the sorafenib

group.71 The trial (NCT01908426) that enrolled 707 parti-

cipants has reported that cabozantinib could lead to longer

overall survival and progression-free survival than placebo

in patients with previously treated advanced HCC.78 The

median overall survival and progression-free survival were

extended to 10.3 months and 5.2 months respectively, with

the objective response rate of 4%. Similarly, a trial invol-

ving 1000 participants for regorafenib is also underway

(NCT03289273). Interestingly, a monoclonal antibody

named ramucirumab was applied in targeted therapy as a

vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2)

inhibitor. The results showed that ramucirumab signifi-

cantly improved the median overall survival and progres-

sion free survival compared to the placebo group.96,97 At

the median follow-up of 7.6 months, the median overall

survival and pregression free survival reached 8.5 months

and 2.8 months correspondingly.

Numerous data were generated from clinical trials with

drugs that have not been approved by FDA. Apatinib, a

reversible dual tyrosine kinase inhibitor that selectively tar-

gets and inhibits HER2 and EGFR,98 is tested against pla-

cebo in a phase III clinical trial (NCT02329860). The

preliminary results showed that 50% patients survived longer

that 11.4 months following apatinib administration.99 The

stable disease rate (40.9%) was considerably higher than

the progressive disease rate (18.2%). Furthermore, the highly

selective FGFR4 inhibitor BLU-554 (NCT02508467), the

ATP-competitive cyclin A/CDK2 inhibitor milciclib

(NCT03109886) and the dual TORC1/TORC2 inhibitor

ATG-008 (NCT03591965) were also tested against HCC.

The primary results suggest that BLU-554 might be selective

for FGF19 IHC-positive HCC.100 No conclusions have been

drawn for milciclib and ATG-008.

Nivolumab (Opdivo) and pembrolizumab (Keytruda)

were widely applied in clinical trials of immunotherapy.

CheckMate-040 (NCT01658878) had confirmed that nivo-

lumab induced active responses in patients with advanced

HCC.90 The follow-up of CheckMate 459 was announced

on EMSO 2019 congress, which reported that clinical

benefits following nivolumab treatment were observed in

predefined subgroups including hepatitis infection status,

regions (Asia vs non-Asia), and vascular invation/matas-

tasis status.101 However, the Bristol-Myers Squib

announced in June 2019 that the randomized Phase 3

study evaluating Opdivo (nivolumab) versus sorafenib as

a first-line treatment in patients with unresectable HCC

failed to achieve statistical significance for its primary

endpoint of overall survival (OS) per the pre-specified

analysis. Similarly, the KEYNOTE-224 trial

(NCT02702414) reported that pembrolizumab is effective

in HCC patients previously treated with sorafenib.91 The

primary result of KEYNOTE-240 was released on 2019

ASCO, which showed that pembrolizumab improved pro-

gression free survival over placebo. However, the compar-

isons were not statistically significant according to the

prespecified statistical criteria.102

Ipilimumab (Yervoy) is an inhibitor targeting CTLA-4.

Concurrent clinical trials primarily focused on the com-

bined effects of ipilimumab and nivolumab. The follow-up

of CheckMate-040 reported that the combination obtained

meaningful clinical responses, the result of arm A showed

that the median overall survival was extended to 23

months.103

Combination Of Treatments
The combined application of targeted therapy, immu-

notherapy or locoregional therapy may give rise to great

clinical outcomes. A trial in the US assessed the combined

effect of sorafenib and carotuximab (TRC105), an anti-

body against an important angiogenic target named endo-

glin. The primary results indicated that TRC205+

sorafenib may give rise to additional activity regarding

the treatment of advanced/metastatic HCC.104 A follow-

up trial with the same combination is on-going, the com-

bined effect of target therapy and immunotherapy is very

promising and the outcome is expected in 2020

(NCT02560779). Another on-going multi-center study is

testing the combined efficacy of nivolumab and a novel

transforming growth factor beta receptor I kinase inhibitor

named galunisertib. The study aimed to include 100 parti-

cipants and finish in December 2019 (NCT02423343).

Similarly, the effect of lenvatinib in combination with

pembrolizumab as first-line treatment for HCC is tested

in 750 participants, and the multi-centered, phase III trial

would be completed in 2022 (NCT03713593). The effi-

cacy of such combinations were confirmed by the primary

result of one clinical trial (NCT03289533), which exhib-

ited that the combined use of avelumab and axitiib reduced

the sizes of tumors in more than 68% of patients.105

Regarding the combination of immunotherapies,

AstraZeneca sponsored a global phase III trial that aimed to

enroll 1310 patients for the assessment of durvalumab plus

tremelimumab as first-line HCC treatment (NCT03298451).

The trial was designed based on the promising results of a
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previous study, which reported that the combined treatment

of durvalumab and tremelimumab showed positive clinical

activity in 70% of uninfected HCC patients at ≥16 weeks

follow-up.106

Targeted therapy is also combined with locoregional

treatment. One clinical trial (NCT03838796) in China

involved 482 HCC patients for the observation of the

effect of lenvatinib combined with transcatheter arterial

chemoembolization (TACE), and the primary study might

be completed in 2021 (NCT03838796). Another clinical

trial revealed that TACE plus radiofrequency ablation

achieved superior efficacy compared to TACE alone, the

median overall survival was improved to 29 months

whereas that of the TACE group was 18 months.107

Geographic Distribution Of Clinical Trials

In Relation To HCC Incidence Rates
To overview the geographic distribution of clinical trials,

96 on-going clinical trials for HCC treatment were sum-

marized in Supplementary Table 2 and tagged onto the

HCC incidence world map, in which the HCC incidence

rate was reflected by color intensity (Figure 5). It appears

that the high HCC incidence rates were mostly observed in

East Asian and African countries according to the latest

global cancer statistics,1 however, the clinical trials for

HCC treatments were conducted majorly in developed

regions including America and European countries. In

addition, China also has an increasing number of trials

initiated in recent years. It is not unexpected that most

clinical trials were planned in regions with good medical

care and research facilities. Nevertheless, regions with

high incidence rates would have more potential partici-

pants for clinical trials, and it would be beneficial for the

patients if they can sign up for clinical trials at accessible

locations.

Treatment Strategies Received
Varied Clinical Responses In
Different Cancer
Being the effective PD-1 inhibitor antibodies, nivolumab

and pembrolizumab are widely applied in the treatment of

various malignant tumors including lung cancer and mel-

anoma. The results of CheckMate 017 and 057 showed

that nivolumab significantly extended the overall survival

of squamous and nonsquamous non-small-cell lung cancer

(NSCLC) patients while exhibiting lower symptom

burden,44,108 which accelerated the approval of nivolumab

for the treatment of NSCLC. A 5-year follow-up study

reported that the median OS of NSCLC patients received

nivolumab second-line treatment was 9.9 months (95% CI,

7.8 to 12.4), with the 5-year survival rate of 16%.

Comparing to the low survival rate of patients with meta-

static lung cancer, the clinical outcome of nivolumab treat-

ment was considered as a milestone in the advancement of

lung cancer treatment.109 FDA approved nivolumab for

advanced melanoma treatment in 2014. The recently pub-

lished result of CheckMate 172 revealed that the median

overall survival was 25.3–25.8 months for acral or non-

Figure 5 Geographic distribution of trails in relation to HCC incidence rates. The Age-standardized HCC incidence per 100,000 people of each country or region was

reflected by a color intensity map, white corresponds to low incidence rate whereas black represent high incidence rate. The clinical trials for different drugs were labeled by

circles and mapped based on their locations. The diameter of the circle correlates to the size of the trial. Data updated on 10th of September 2019.
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acral cutaneous melanoma after second-line nivolumab

treatment, and the survival rates were 57.5% to 59%.110

There is no doubt that nivolumab treatment received posi-

tive clinical outcomes that significantly prolonged the

overall survival of patients suffering from lung cancer or

melanoma. However, the recent press release regarding

CheckMate 459, a randomized Phase 3 study evaluating

nivolumab versus sorafenib as a first-line treatment in

patients with unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma,

showed that the primary endpoint of overall survival

showed no statistical difference between groups per the

pre-specified analysis. The unsatisfying clinical outcomes

against HCC were also observed with another PD-1 anti-

body pembrolizumab. The primary result of KEYNOTE-

240 showed that pembrolizumab improved progression

free survival over placebo, However, the comparisons

between groups were not statistically significant according

to the prespecified statistical criteria.102 In great contrast,

pembrolizumab achieved meaningful clinical outcomes as

second-line treatment in advanced melanoma,111 it also

significantly improved the overall survival of lung cancer

patients in comparison to chemotherapy.112 It was pro-

posed that the main barrier to successful immunotherapy

of HCC is the inherent immunosuppressive function of the

liver. The resident immune cells subsets exhibit varied and

complex immune functions, which were not fully

understood.113 Moreover, the inter- and intra-tumor hetero-

geneity of HCC immune microenvironment was also

believed to be the reason that the efficacy of immunother-

apy appeared to be unsatisfactory.114 Apart from immu-

notherapy, chemotherapies are also limitedly applied in

HCC treatment because of the adverse events and

toxicities.115 A clinical trial applied doxorubicin and

PIAF for HCC chemotherapy, PIAF showed better respon-

siveness (10.5% vs 20%), however, 82% patients experi-

enced neutropenia and 57% patients suffered from

thrombocytopenia. More importantly, the prognosis of

the patients remained poor.116 The choice of treatment

strategy for HCC has been limited, clinical targets that

used in other liver disease was also not effective in HCC

clinical trials. For example, the Ligand-activated nuclear

receptor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha

(PPARα) was a good clinical target for NASH/NAFLD,

but it was not clear yet whether it may benefit HCC

treatment.117 Given the facts above, it seems that finding

a safe and efficient treatment for HCC still remains a

global challenge nowadays.

Conclusion
HCC patients often exhibit varied genetic profiles, and

these differences can be applied in the early screening of

HCC and prognosis prediction by genetic markers. In

relation to diagnosis, differed treatment strategy can be

designed for precision medicine, and potential biomarkers

may be utilized to predict responses to drugs. Moreover,

genetic markers were involved in the post-operational

surveillance of HCC, which provides evidence of tumor

reoccurrence at asymptomatic state. Apart from estab-

lished treatment strategies, clinical trials for the investiga-

tion of new treatment plans were conducted globally.

Although geographic disparity was observed, these studies

enlightened new paths for HCC treatment, which would

significantly improve patient survival. The results of the

clinical trials suggest that the efficacy of immunotherapy

in HCC is not desirable compared to lung cancer or mel-

anoma. The underlying barrier would be the heterogeneity

of the immune microenvironment of the liver. Given the

above, studies on the immune microenvironment of the

liver and the understanding of its heterogeneity are

required for the improvement of HCC treatment efficacy.
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